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WITNESS STATEMENT
CJ Act 1967, s.9; MC Act 1980, ss.5A(3)(a) and 58; Criminal Procedure Rules 2005, Rule 27.1

Age if under 18 Over 18............,. (if ovel l8 inseft'over 18') Occupation: Police Officer 230836

URNStatement of Karen Staff

This statement (consisting of: .... 1...... pages each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I
make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated anything in it
which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: e Date l!Å=.---b:-.1.

This statement is in addition to my previous one dated 13th March 2017 relating to the closure notice issued on

KANATCI Restaurant, 500-504 Hertford Road, EN3 5SS

Since my last statement the closure notice has been served on Mr ARSLAN personally whilst he was trading at

the venue. I attach the statement to this affect by PC BRAGANZA 840YE exhibit no KMS/1.

I previously omitted the CRIS no for the second incident, this is CRIS 5205369117. I attach copies of this, exhibit

no KMS/3 and the earlier incident CRIS 5202883117 as exhibit no KMS/2 along with the CAD's that accompany

them. CAD no 9832/Bfeb17 KMS/4 and CAD no 905/1 2mar17 KMS/S

On 12th March 2017 Mr Arslan was spoken to by Police with regard to his and the publics'safety and he agreed

to shut the venue and stay somewhere unknown to the suspects. Unfortunately, when Police and Council officers

attended to issue the closure notice, Mr Arslan was at the venue and was trading as usual. The risk to him, his

staff and members of public is still high as there are outstanding suspects and the venue is where the suspects

are targeting him. I still believe the closure notice is necessary to prevent the disorder and criminal activity from

continuing and to protect Mr Arslan, his family and members of the public from serious harm.
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